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1. INTRODUCTION 

I.I. The class of differential-algebraic equations 
We consider the following system of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) 

v(t) = F(t,v(t))-Aw(t), 

0 = B(v(t)+g(t)) 

1 

(l.la) 

(I.lb) 

where v(t) E 11.im' and w(t) E Rm2 are unknown, and Oos;;;t-=;;;I. Further 

F: RXRm' ~Rm', g: R ~Rm' and the linear operators AeL(Rm2,Rm'), BeL(Rm',Rmi) are 

given, together with an initial value v0 in Rm', 

v(O) = v0• (1.2) 

We assume m 1 ~m2 and 

BA is regular. (1.3) 

Systems of the type (1.1) arise for instance as semi-discrete (space discretized) versions of the 

Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids, in which case v represents the velocity field and w 
the pressure field, which is fixed in some given point of the spatial domain. The boundary values are 

then incorporated in F and g, and F may also contain forcing terms. The DAE system (1.1) is a so 

called index 2 system. For nonstiff problems of this type convergence results for BDF methods were 

obtained by LOTSTEDT and PETZOLD [7], and GEAR, LEIMKUHLER and GUPTA [5]. Here we will con

sider stiff systems, but we confine ourselves to a small class of methods. 
When using a standard ODE method, like BDF, for the numerical solution of (1.1), we usually 

compute at each time level new approximations to v and w simultaneously, see [5], [7]. An alternative, 

that will be considered ill section 3, is to first compute a prediction to v by an ODE method, using 

only (I.la) and freezing the Aw(t) term, and then projecting this prediction onto the plane defined by 

the algebraic constraints (I.lb). 1bis results in a scheme where the computation of v and w can be 

done successively, which reduces the dimension of the algebraic equations to be solved at each step. 

For the Navier-Stokes equations such procedures were introduced by CHoRIN [1] and TEMAM (12]. 

The main object of this paper is to analyze to what extent the stability properties of the original 

ODE method are affected by such a prediction-projection procedure. We shall restrict our attention to 
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a simple one-step method, the 0-one leg method, as the underlying ODE method. The stability 
analysis of this method itself is relatively simple. Further it will be assumed that the DAE system (1.1) 
satisfies certain stability requirements. These requirements do allow the system to be arbitrarily stiff, 
no bounds are imposed on the Lipschitz constant of the function F, nor on the norms of the matrices 
A and B. 

1.2. Stability of the differential-algebraic equations 
In the following it will be assumed that F and g are continuously differentiable. Let the projection C 
in Rm' be defined by 

C = A(BA)-1B. (1.4) 

By differentiation of the algebraic constraints (I.lb) it follows from (l.la) that 

v(t) = (/-C)F(t,v(t))-Cg(t), 

Aw(t) = CF(t,v(t))+Cg(t). 

(I.Sa) 

(I.Sb) 

The system (l.S) in its tum implies that (I.la) holds and that (d!dt)B(v(t)+g(t)) = 0, so that with a 
consistent initial value for v, 0 = B(v0 +g(O)), we reobtain (1.lb). Thus (1.1) is equivalent with (l.S), 
provided that the initial value is consistent with the algebraic constraints. 

It is convenient to consider Aw(t) as dependent variable instead of w(t). If Aw(t) is known we can 
always compute w(t) from w(t) = [(BA)- 1B]Aw(t). The matrix /-C arising in (l.S) is a projection 
on the plane {ueRm' :Bu = O}. If AT = B this projection is orthogonal w.r.t. the Euclidian inner 
product. 

The Euclidian inner product on the spaces Rm,m~l, will be denoted by (x,y), and lxl = (x,x)11 2 

is the corresponding norm. For any function G: Rm~Rm we denote by µ[G] its one-sided Lipschitz 
constant and by II G II its Lipschitz constant, 

µ[G] = sup{(Gx -Gy,x -y)I Ix -y 12 :x,yeRm,x*y}, 

llGll = sip{IGx-Gyl!lx-yl:x,yeRm,x*y}. 

(Usually the names logarithmic norm and spectral norm are used for µ[G],llGll, if G is linear). 
It will be assumed in the rest of this paper that there are constants a,/3, y~O such that for any 

te[O, l] 

llCF(t, ")II ...;a, µ[(/ -C)F(t, ·)]...;{3, llCll ...;y. (1.6) 

These assumptions imply that the system (1.1) is stable in the following sense. Consider beside (1.1) a 
perturbed version 

v(t) = F(t,v(t))-Aw(t)+x(t), 

0 = B[v(t)+g(t)+y(t)] 

(l.7a) 

(l.7b) 

with perturbations x,y :[O, l]~Rm' ,y differentiable. By using the equivalence between (1.1) and (1.S) 
and the mean value theorem, it follows that the differences 

satisfy 

where 

E1(t) = v(t)-v(t), E2(t) = Aw(t)-Aw(t) 

£1(t) = (I-C)H(t)E1(t)+(I-C)x(t)-Cj(t), 

E2(t) = CH(t)E1(t)+Cx(t)+Cj(t) 



I 

H(t) = J F'(t,v(t)+T(v(t)-v(t)})th 
0 

3 

and F'(t,v) stands for the Jacobian matrix DvF(t,v). From (1.6) it follows that p((I-C)H(t)]:i;;;;;,p and 
llCH(t)ll...;;;;,a, and we get for all te[O,l] (see [2], [3], for example) 

IE:1(t)l~eP1 IE:1(0)I +{(Pt)- 1(eP1 -I)}tA, (l.8a) 

(l.8b) 

whenever 1(/-C)x(t)-Cj(t)l ...;;;;,A and I Cx(t)+Cj(t)I :e;;;;L,\ for all t. Here (Pt)- 1(eP1 -1) should be 
taken equal to 1 if Pt = 0. Thus we see that v (t) and Aw (t) are stable w.r.t. perturbations x and y for 
which lx(t)I and lj(t)I are bounded. It can also be shown that (1.6) is necessary for the above sta
bility result to hold. Important is that in (1.6) the Lipschitz constants of F,A and B are not involved 
(only of C and CF). Hence the problem may be arbitrarily stiff. 

2. THE 0-METHOD 
In this section we consider the so-called one-leg version of the 0-method, and we discuss its stability 
properties. Applied to an ordinary differential equation 

u(t) = G(t,u(t)) 

this method reads 

un+l = un +hG(tn +Oh, (l-O)un +oun+l). 

Here, 0 is a parameter, h>O is a stepsize and tn = nh(n = 0,1,2, ... ). This class of method, contains 
the implicit midpoint rule (O= ~)and the Backward Euler method (O= 1). We assume in the following 
that O~ ~. For 8< ~ the method is not A-stable and there will be no stability for arbitrarily stiff sys
tems. 

Let 1n+fJ = tn+()h,vn+fl = (1-8)vn+()vn+I and wn+fl = (l-O)wn+0wn+I, where the vn,wn 
denote approximations to v(tn),w(tn), respectively. Applying the above method for discretization of 
(I.la), we get the following scheme for n = 0, 1,2, ... 

vn+l = vn+hF(tn+fl,vn+fJ)-hAwn+fl, 

0 = B(vn+l +g(tn+I)). 

(2.la) 

(2.lb) 
In these relations wn + 1 does not feature explicitly. From a known vn we can compute vn + 1 and 
wn +fl. The approximation wn + 1 can then be found by using the recursion 

wn + 1 = -0-1 (1 -O)wn + ()- l wn +fJ, w0 from (I.Sb). (2.2) 

As with the DAE itself we can eliminate the nonstate variables w, giving us 
n+..!.. 

vn+l = vn +h(l-C)F(tn+fl,vn+fJ)-hCg 2 

n+..!.. 
Awn +fl = CF(tn +fJ, vn +fl)+ Cg 2 

where 
n+..!.. 

g 2 = h-l(g(tn+l)-g(tn)). 

These formulas show that application of tpe 0-method to (1.5) leads to the same process for comput
n+-

ing the approximations vn, only with g 
2 replaced by g(tn +fl). 

In order to analyze stability of the scheme (2.1) we consider a perturbed version 
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vn+l = vn +hF(tn+B,vn+B)-hAwn+B +he'+ 1, 

0 = B(vn+l +g(tn+I)+h'lf +1). 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

Here the perturbations e' + 1, 'If + 1 may stand for round-off errors or errors caused by not solving 
exactly the nonlinear equations defined by (2.1 ), but also local discretization errors may be 
represented this way. The factors h in front of the perturbations are only for notational convenience. 
For (2.3) we have an initial value v

0
, and B(v

0 
+g(O)+h.,,0) = 0. Define for all n;;;a,O 

-n n -n 
£7 = v -vn, £2 =Aw -Awn, 

and let nn = H (tn +9' vn +
9

' vn +8) where 

l 

H(t,x,y) = /F'(t,y +T(_x -y))th (for teR and x,yeRm'). 
0 

(2.4) 

By subtraction of (2.1) from (2.3) and application of the mean-value theorem we obtain by some cal
culations 

£7+ 1 = £7 +h(I -C)Hn£7+9 +h(I -cw+1 -hC(7f +1 -7f), 

£~+8 = CHn£7+8 +C(e'+l +7f +l _7f) 

where £j +9 = (1-fl)f.j +8£j + 1(j = 1,2). Relation (2.Sa) can be rewriten as 

(2.Sa) 

(2.Sb) 

£7+ 1 = (I-8Z1)- 1(1 +(1-8)Z7)£7 +(I-8Z1)-1(h(I-C')e'+ 1 -hC(1f+1 -1f)) 

with
1 

Z7 = h(I -C)Hn. Our assumption (1.6) implies p.(Z7]oi;;;;;;hp, and we may conclude that for 

O;;;a,2,0hP<l 

ll(J -ozn-1c1 +(l-8)Z7)11-e;;;;(l-ohp)-1{1 +(1-0)hP>. 

ll(J-8Z7)- 11loe;;;;;(l-8hP)-1 

(see for example 13; Th.2.3.1]). Let /),, be an upper bound for le' I, l'lf' I 
llCHnlloe;;;;;a,llCll-e;;;;y we then obtain from (2.5) the inequalities 

1£7+1 I oe;;;;;(I-8hPr1(1 +(1-0)hp)l£7 I +(l-8hp)- 1h(l +3y)f),,, 

1£~+8 I oe;;;;;a1£7+8 I +3yf),,, 

and (2.6b) implies 

(for all n). By using also 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

1£~+ 1 1oe;;;;;18- 1 (1-8)11£~ I +8- 1al£7+B I +3y8- 1A (2.6c) 

Define .,,9 = 0 for 8> ~ , and P-} = 1. From (2.6a), (2.6c) the following global result follows in a 

standard way. 

THEOREM 2.1. Consider (2.1), (2.3) with le' I oe;;;;;A, l'lf' I oe;;;;;A (for all n). Assume o;;;;, ~ and (1.6). Then 

there exist c,h >0, only depending on a,p, y and 8, such that for all n ;;;;,o, O<h oe;;;;;/i and Ooi;;;;;;tn oe;;;;; 1 

1£71:i;;;;;;e'1'·<1+ch>1£Y I +ctnA, 

1£~ I oe;;;;; I 0- 1(1-8) In 1£~ I +c(l +.,,8tnh- 1)(1£Y I +A). 

For 8> ~ the above theorem shows stability: small initial errors and perturbations cause small glo

bal errors. In case 8 = ~ we have .,,9 =I= 0 and then a factor h - l appears in the upper bound for 

1£~ I. By some authors, for example [8], [10], the midpoint rule is called unstable (the situation with so 
called index 1 systems is similar). It should be noted however that (i) the instability is weak, (ii) it can 
be avoided by not using (2.2), and (iii) if the °e', 'If depend smoothly on n, as will be the case if they 
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represent local discretization errors, there may be cancellation of errors which will cause the h - l fac
tor to disappear. We shall discuss this below in some detail. 

REMARK 2.2. Under the additional assumption that (J -C)F(t,Cx) satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
w.r.t. x, it can be shown that, for tn bounded away from zero, the upper bound for I £11 in theorem 
2.1 still holds if we only have I hrf' I .;;;;a (instead of 11(' I oe;;;a). For the Backward Euler method we 
then get the same result as obtained in [5,p.86] and [7,p.500] for the BDF methods applied to non stiff 
problems. 

Suppose the vectors ff, 1f' represent errors caused by round-off and the nonexact solution of the 
algebraic equations in (2.1 ), i.e. (2.1) stands for an ideal process whereas (2.3) is the actual computing 
process. Let I £JI oe;;;cA(j = 1,2). If 8>; we see that these errors affect vn and wn in a similar way, 
but for (J = ~ we get I £11 oe;;;cA, I£~ I oe;;;ch - I A. If h - l A is not small it is not advisable to compute the 
wn from (2.1 ), (2.2) for (J = ; ; the recursion (2.2) then allows a linear error growth leading to the 
h - l factor (see [8]). For this situation there are some alternatives which avoid the use of (2.2). For 
example, we can compute the wn, only at points where output is requested, by using (I.Sb). A cheaper 
way, which requires some more storage, is to compute the wn by interpolation or extrapolation of the 
wn +o ~w(tn +Oh). The computation of these intermediate vectors wn +8 in (2.1) is always stable, as 
can be seen from (2.6b ~ (and the bound for the I £11 ). 

If we put in (2.3) v = v(tn),wn = w(tn) with v(t),w(t) the exact solution of (1.1) the r,.,,n are 
local (residual) discretization errors, and theorem 2.1 can be used to prove convegence. With stiff sys
tems the local discretization errors are difficult to estimate, due to the fact that no (moderate) bounds 
may exist for certain derivatives which arise in Taylor series expansions. This is of course very much 
problem dependent (see Frank et al. [4] for a detailed discussion). It was proved by KRAAYEVANGER 
[6] that the 8-method applied to arbitrarily stiff ODEs is convergent with order l if 0> ~ and order 2 
if 8 = ; . It follows that in our case the same order of convergence holds for the vn. If (2.2) is 
avoided, as indicated before, the same orders can be obtained for the wn. Here we shortly discuss the 
process (2.1), (2.2) and we assume that all arising derivatives can be bounded properly. This will hold 
if F satisfies a Lipschitz condition and is sufficiently smooth. Taylor series expansion then shows 

1f' = 0, r = (; -O)hv(tn)+ ; ( ! -n2)h2~(tn)+ ... 

so that theorem 2.1 can be applied with 

a = O(h) if 0>;, A = O(h 2) if 8 = ; . 

This shows first order convergence for both vn and wn in case 8> ; . If 0 = ~ we get second order 
convergence for the vn, but seemingly only first order for the wn. This last result can be improved. 
Let 8 = ; and consider the expression in (2.5b) for £~ +8 • The right hand side of (2.5b) will depend 
smoothly on n. Therefore we have not only 

£~+1 = -~ +~+8, 1~t81 = O(h2), (2.7) 
but also 

(2.8) 

Direct use of (2.7) leads to the global bound 1£~ I = O(h). From (2.8) however we obtain the second 
order result 1£~ I = O(h 2 ) (for all n). 
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3. A PREDICTION-PROJECTION METHOD 

When using the 0-method of section 2 we solve at each step new approximations vn+I and wn+B 
simultaneously. This is avoided in the following scheme, with two parameters 8 and A. We first com
pute a prediction Un + l for Vn + l , 

un+l = vn +hF(tn+8,(l-fJ)vn +8un+l)-hMwn, (3.la) 

after which vn + 1 and wn + 1 can be solved from the relations 

vn+l = un+ 1-h(l-8-A)Awn-h8Awn+l. 

0 = B(vn+l +g(tn+l)). 

In actual computations we will perform (3.lb), (3.lc) by first solving wn+I from 

h8BAwn +l = B(un +l +g(tn+l))-h(l-8-A)BAwn. 

Then vn+I can be obtained (explicitly) from (3.lb). 

(3.lb) 

(3.lc) 

(3.2) 

Schemes of the above type were introduced for the Navier-Stokes equations by CHORIN (l] and 
TEMAM [12}; they considered 8 = 1 and A= 0. VAN KAN [14] constructed a second order method 
with 8 = 2 and A = 1. In these papers the step (3.la) was simplified by linearization and splitting 

techniques. Here we will consider (3.1) with 8~ ~ and A~O. 
It can be seen from (3.lb), (3.lc) that vn+I is a projection of un+l onto the plane defined by (3.lc). 

We assume that this projection, which equals I - C, is orthogonal. This holds if 

AT= B. 

In order to compare the stability properties of (3.1) with those of the original method (2.1), we con-
sider the perturbed version 

un+l = vn +hF(tn+B,(1-fJ)vn +8un+l)-hMwn +hr'+ 1, 

vn+l = un+I _h(l-8-A)Awn -h8Awn+l +h11n+1, 

0 = B(vn+l +g(tn+ 1)+he'+1), 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(3.3c) 

THEOREM 3.1. Let ()~ ~, A~O and suppose C is an orthogonal projection. Consider (3.1), (3.3) with 

I r" I, 1.,,n I , I e' I ..;;a (for all n) and let ic(h) = I 8-1 (1-8) I + 2aM. There exist positive constants c and h, 
only depending on a,/3,A. and 0, such that for all n ~O, O<h :s;;;h, O:s;;;tn..;;;; 1, 

I I 

lf7 I :s;;;ecfJt. lfY I +et"°! ll+cf3Ah(h +votn)2 If~ I, 

If~ I :s;;;(ic(hr+c/JA(h +votn)3 1 2)1f~ I +c(l +votnh- 1)(1fY I +il). 

The proof of this theorem will be given at the end of this section. First we discuss some of its 
features. 

Comparision with theorem 2.1 shows that we still have qualitatively the same behaviour. The main 
difference is that with the prediction-projection method the errors f7 are influenced by f~, and

1 
as a 

consequence of this, the initial error f~ remains significant for the f~ (for large n), even if 8>2. As 

before there is for 8 = ~ a weak instability giving rise to the h - l factor in the estimate for the E~. In 

the same way as in section 2 this weak instability can be avoided. (The fact that also with method 
(3.1) the intermediate vectors wn+B are stable can be seen from formula (3.9) together with the above 
estimates). 

For the method (3.1) it is somewhat surprising that the weak instability for the wn in case 8 = ~ 
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does not influence the vn too much. After all, unlike method (2.1), the wn are used explicitly in (3.1). 
It is the extra assumption that C is orthogonal which is responsible for this (see remark 3.2). 

There is a second surprising feature in theorem 3.1. If p = 0 we have 

ICl I~ It:~ I +cA, 

and thus the accuracy of the vn is then not influenced by the choice of A nor by the error in w0 • The 
reason for this is that there is a certain form of decoupling if p = O; in fact it can be shown that the 
stability assumption (1.6) with P = 0 implies that(/ -C)F(t,x) only depends on(/ -C)x, not on Cx, 
and this implies that the vn computed from (3.1) are identical to those from the method (2.1). (We 
shall not prove this result since this situation, (1.6) with P = 0, seems unrealistic). 

Theorem 3.1 can be used to prove convergence for method (3.1) by taking jin = v(tn), wn = w~tn). 
We are free to choose the vectors it in (3.3) in a convenient way. For example, we can take iin + to 
be equal to the solution at t = tn + 1 of 

u(t) = F(t,u(t))-M.w(tn) (r;;;i.tn),u(tn) = v(tn). 

Assuming certain derivatives to be bounded (see section 2) it follows by a Taylor series expansion and 
some calculations that 

ra+ 1 = (~ -fJ)O(h)+O(h2),1Jn+l = (1-A)O(h)+(~ -fJ)O(h)+O(h2),('+ 1 = 0. 

Thus we can apply theorem 3.1 with A= O(h2
) if()= ~,A= 1, and with A= O(h) if¥~ or 

A*l, showing convergence for the vn with order 2 of fJ= 112,A= I and order 1 otherwise. In a similar 
way as in section 2 it can be shown that this also holds for the wn (for fJ= ~ the situation is here 

somewhat more complicated; one can use formula (3.7b)). 

h +l -n+l +I +B -n -n+l Proof of t eorem 3.1. Let t:3 = u -un and zn = hH(tn ,(1-fJ)v +Ou , 
(1-fJ)vn +eun+l) (see (2.4)). From (3.1) and (3.3) we obtain by subtraction 

t:3 +1 = t:T + zn[(l-f})t:T +6t:3 +1 J-hAt:~ +hr' +l, 

t:T+i = t:3+ 1 -h(l-fJ-A)t:~ -hfJt:~+i +h~+ 1 

0 = B[t:T+l +h('+ 11. 
By eliminating t:3+ 1from (3.4a), (3.4b) we obtain 

t:T+ 1 -t:T + ht:~+s - h~+l - hr'+ 1 = 

= zn[t:T+s+hfJt:~+s - hfJAt:~-h~+ 1 ] 

Further we have for all n 

(I-C)t:~ = 0, Ct:T = -hCe' 

The recursion formed by (3.5) becomes a bit more simple to handle by introducing 

eT = t:T + hf', ~ = hfJt:~ 

and 

Then 

Let 

eT+l -eT +fJ-le~+B -hdn+l = zn[e7+8 +e~+B -Ae~ -f)hdn+l)' 

(I -C)~ = 0 and CeT = 0 . 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

(3.4c) 

(3.Sa) 

(3.Sb) 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 
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d'l+l = (J-c)dn+l,~+l = cdn+1,z1 = (J-C)zn and zq = czn. 

From (3.6) it follows that 

e7+1 -e1-hd'l+I = Z1[e1+8 +~+ll-Aeq -8hdn+I], (3.7a) 

~+ll-(Jh~+I = 8ZHe1+8 +eq+ll-Mq -8hdn+I]. (3.7b) 

In the following we shall use c to denote a positive constant depending on a,/J,A and 8, not neces
sarily always with the same value. Further it will be tacitly assumed that the stepsize h is bounded 
from above such that arising terms like (l-ch)-1 can be bounded by a constant for all possible h. 
From (1.6) it follows that µ[Zn]:i;;;;h(a+/J). Application of theorem 2.3.1 in [3] shows that 

I dn I :i;;;;ca (for all n ). 

Now consider (3.7b). Since 11zq ll:i;;;;ah we have 

l~+ll -0~+ 1 I <.Bah{ le1+ll -8hd'f +1 I+ leq+8 -8h~+i I+ IAeq I}. 

Hence, assuming (1-8ah)-1 :i;;;;2, 

I~ +ll -8h~ + 1 I :i;;;;28ah { I e1 +ll -8hd'f + 1 I + I Aeq I }, 

leq+1 I <.ic(h)leq I +eh{ le1+I I+ le1 I +4}. 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Next we consider (3.7a). We have µ(Z1]<.h/J. Further, since C is an orothogonal projection, 
(x,y) = 0 whenever x,yeRm' ,(1-C)x = x and Cy = y. It follows that 

(e1+1 -e1 -hd'f +1,e7+ll -8hd'f +I )=i;;;;hfJle1 +ll +eq +8 -Aeq -8hdn+112 = 

= h/J{ le1+8 -8hd'f +1 12 + leq+ll -Mq -8h~+I 12 }. 

For any two vectors x,y eRm and 8~ ; we have the inequality 

(x -y,8x +(l-8)y)~; Ix 12 -; ly 12• · 

This follows by evaluating the left-hand side and using (x,y )<. ; Ix 12 + ; ly 12 • Application of the 

inequality with x = e1+1 -hd'l + 1 and y = e1 shows that 

Hence 

le1 +I -hd'l+l 12 - le11 2 :i;;;;2/Jh{ le1 +8 -8hd'l +I 12 + leq+ll -Mq -(Jh~ +I 12 }. 

I e1 + 1 - hd'l + 1 12 - I e1 12 =i;;;;4fJh { n2 I e1 + 1 - hd'f + 1 12 + 
+ (l-8)2 le11 2 + leq+ll -8h~+l 12 + IMq 12 }. 

(3.11) 

In case /J = 0 the statement of the theorem easily follows from (3.10) and (3.11). Assume in the 
following /J>O. We have 

le1+ 1 -hd'l+ 1 1 2 ~1e1+ 1 1 2 -2hle1+I I ld'l+1 I +h2 1d'l+ 1 1 2 ~ 

~(l-h)le1+ 1 1 2 -h(l-h)ld'l+I 12• 

Combining this with (3.8), (3.9) and (3.11) we obtain 

le1+l1 2 <.(1+c/Jh)le11 2 +c{Jh I~ 12 +chA.2. (3.12) 

We shall use (3.10) and (3.12) to get the upper bounds for le1 I and I~ I in terms of the data. 
Without loss of generality it may be assumed that the sequence { le1 I} is nondecreasing. From (3.10) 
we then easily obtain 

I~ I <,ic(hf le~ I +c(h +vlltnXle1 I +a). (3.13) 



Insertion of this inequality into (3.12) leads to 

le7+ 1 1 2 ~(1+cPh)leT1 2 +cPhic(h)2n l>..e~ 12 +ch..!l2 , 

and we obtain the global result 

le71 2 ~ec/lt. le? 12 +ctn..!l2 +cP(h +Potn)IM~ 12, 
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under the assumption that his such that ic(h)< 1 if 0> ; . Taking square roots on both sides we thus 
get 

I I 

leT I ~ec/lt. le? I +et"! a+cP).(h +Potn)2 le~ 1. (3.14) 

By combining (3.13) and (3.14) we further obtain 

le~ I ~(ic(hr +cP">..(h +Potn)312)1e~ I +c(h +Potn)(le? I +a). (3.15) 

The inequalities of the theorem now follow easily. D 

REMARK 3.2. In this section we have made the extra assumption that C and I - C are orthogonal pro
jections. In case this does not hold method (3.1) can still be applied, although the method is less 
natural then (vn+I is then no longer the orthogonal projection of un+I onto the plane defined by the 
algebraic constraints). It can be shown that we have stability for nonorthogonal projections provided 
that either 8> i or >.. = 0. However, for the interesting case 8 = i , >.. = 1 the weak instability for 
the wn may then influence the vn, This can be seen by some tedious calculations with a linear test
problem and m 1 = 2,m2 = 1. We omit the proof of these statements since nonorthogonal projec
tions seem of minor importance. 

4. CoNCLUDING REMARKS 

The restriction to the 0-methods as ODE method in the foregoing was only imposed to be able to 
derive stability results. The prediction-projection idea can also be used for higher order multistep 
methods. 

For the derivation of the stability results for the 0-method and its modification (3.1) we have used 
assumption (1.6), which guarantees stability in the Euclidian norm of the DAE system itself in a 
rather peneral sense. Under this assumption both methods appear to be stable (with some restrictions 
if 8 = 2 ). This situation would change with other assumptions. Suppose, for instance, that g:=O, so 
that the exact solution v of (1.1) lies in the plane defined by the equation Bu = 0. The function F(t, ·) 
may only be defined in a reasonable way near this plane. If the DAE (1.1) is only stable as long as v 
remains very close to this plane then the 8-method (2.1) may still be stable, but with method (3.1) 
difficulties may be expected, due to the fact that the prediction un + 1 leaves the plane. Numerical 
experiments on the Navier-Stokes equations by VAN KAN [14) and TEN Tm.m BooNKKAMP (13) with 
prediction-projection schemes similar to (3.1) (with different ODE methods) revealed no stability 
problems, so that assumption (1.6) seems more realistic for this equation than the situation discussed 
above. 

Finally we note that in [14) stability has been proved for method (3.1) with 8= 112,>..= 1 under the 
assumption that AT= B,F is linear and time independent, and 

µ[F]~O. (4.1) 

We have not followed this approach here. Condition (4.1) does not guarantee stability of (1.1) (under 
perturbations). One can add the assumption llCFll~a. This is necessary for small errors in P6 ~P(O) 
to cause only small errors too in w0 (cf. (l.5b)). However, then we haveµ[(/ -C)F]~a. which implies 
that our assumption (1.6) holds with a=P. In this sense (1.6) is more general than (4.1). 
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